DAILY: Minn-Stf Library, Caryl Dixon, 3308 Stevens Av S, MPLS. Call 825-0018 to be sure someone will be there (5:30-10pm weekdays, 10am-10pm weekends). 3.1
SAT 6 OCT: Minn-Stf. 1 pm. Dave Romm, Louie & Kevin Trauner, Eric Heideman. 3649 Bryant Av S, MPLS. 825-9393. 3.1
SUN 7 OCT Barony of Nordskogen has Creative Anarchalst events (including dance, crafts, etc.) most Sundays. Info: Lady Gynara Allith of Nordskogen, 874-6659. (Evenings).
Fri 12 Oct Gamesday Players meet most Fridays (including the one previous to this, but this IS my first time using a Macintosh and I'm not sure I can insert the information where it belongs without losing everything else). Info: Richard Tatge. 724-6615.
Sat 20 OCT: Minn-Stf. Joel Halpern, Beth Friedman, and Nate Bucklin. 727 E 28th St, MPLS; 874-2437. 1.1
MINNEAPA 186 collection; same site. Collecting 2 pm.
SAT 27 OCT Writing group. Diene Johnson, 5921 38th Av S, MPLS; 722-1890. 3.1 3.2
Info: Don Samsel, 5721 West 99th St, Bloomington, MN 55437; 835-4292. Halloween party. Dean Gehlin, Virginia Nelson and Mark Mendel & Sue Grandys. 3pm on. 3552 Coffman Av S, MPLS. 824-6368
SAT 3 NOV Minn-Stf. Don Bailey, 3042 Harriet Av S, MPLS. 825-3558. 1.1
SAT 10 NOV Jan Applebaum's annual potluck. 3444 Blaisdell Av S, MPLS MN; 825-3558. 1.1 3.1
Stippleape collection, same site.
SAT 17 NOV Minn-Stf. Caryl Dixon, Scott Raun, and Geoff Stone. Includes Thanksgiving potluck; they'll supply turkey and some other stuff. 3308 Stevens Av S, MPLS; 825-0018. 3.1 1.1
MINNEAPA 187 collection. Same site. (Minn-Stf will probably continue on alternate Saturdays at least through February 1983). SAT 1 DEC Mytho Society. Readings from Rivendell (reading of work by members).
LABEL MARKING: If there is an X on your mailing label, please let the editor know whether you still wish to get EINBLATT.
BORN: To Jane Strauss & Don Blyly: Natanya Ebbe Blyly-Strauss, 19 Augst, 8 am, 8 lbs 6 oz long and weighing 20 1/2 inches. MOVED: Uncle Hugo's and Uncle Edgar's, 2864 Chicago Ave S, MPLS. (Last building south of RR tracks). The stores are now wheelchair-accessible -- including the restrooms. Hugo's: 824-6347; Edgar's: 824-9984. //Susan Waller, 2101
Blaidsell Av S, #306, MPLS 55404. 872-4065./PRINT: Joan Marie Verbo has an article tentatively scheduled for the Oct. MPLS/ST. PAUL MAGAZINE./NEW NEWS should go to Dan Goodman (PO BOX 809, mplsmn 55440 (Campus mail NCFES, St. Paul Campus). Home: 789-8552; work: 642-5297. Changes of address should also go to MK Digre, 4629 Columbus Av S, MPLS MN 55407 for the EINBLATT and RUNE mailing lists and to Lynn Anderson for the Minn-Stf Directory, 1014 18th Av SE, MPLS MN 55414; 331-1186. A birthday calendar of Minn-Stfers is in the works; please give Dan Goodman your day, month, and year of birth./UNMOVED: Joyce Scrivner, whose old address supersedes the COA published last month./MOVED: Neeters, 3500 Perry Av. N, Crystal, MN 55422

1.1 Smocking (that includes even temporary possession of ill things) limited to certain areas, 1.1a main area nonsmoking 1.1b main area smoking 1.2 no smoking 1.3 yes smoking 1.5 smoking area provided inside if weather is too bad for outdoor smoking 3.1 allergy warning: cat(s) 3.2 dog(s) 4.1 not reachable by bus 4.2 buses back stop running early 4.3 long walk from nearest bus stop 5.1 wheelchair accessible 6.1 children allowed only under adult supervision 6.2 adults allowed only under child supervision
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